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I do solemnly swear, by whatever I hold most sacred, that will be loyal to the profession of medicine, and just and generous to its members.

That I will lead my life and practice my Art in uprightness and honor.

That into whatever home I shall enter, it shall be for the good of the sick and the well to the utmost of my power, and that I will hold myself aloof from wrong and corruption, and from the tempting of others to vice.

That I will exercise my Art solely for the cure of my patients and the prevention of disease, and will give no drug and perform no operation for a criminal purpose, and far less suggest such a thing.

That whatever I shall see or hear of the lives of men and women that is not fit to be spoken, I will keep inviolably secret.

These things I do promise, and in proportion as I am faithful to this oath may happiness and good repute be ever mine, the opposite if I shall be forsworn.
In Dedication

Edward McCrady Peebles, Ph. D.
Professor of Anatomy

Dr. Edward McCrady Peebles began his academic career with the Tulane University School of Medicine following the completion of a doctorate in Anatomy at the uptown Campus in 1954. From that time hence, he has been an instructor of Gross Anatomy, receiving full professorship status in 1967 and appointment as Course Director of Human Embryology in 1979. During his tenure at Tulane, in addition to his extensive involvement in committees and professional societies, he has been highly regarded by fellow faculty members and students alike as reflected in numerous honors which have included the Owl Club Award for Outstanding Teaching, the Mellon Award for Excellence in Teaching, and election to Alpha Omega Alpha and Omega Delta Kappa honorary fraternities.

Dr. Peebles is retiring at the completion of the 1988-89 academic year. For our class, as well, as for over three decades of others, his teaching extended far beyond the written page, adding a very personal touch to his lectures. His friendly demeanor and wealth of knowledge made it difficult for us to "take exception" with his word. It is our only regret that future classes will not benefit from his abundant wisdom and guidance.

John Joseph Walsh, M.D.
Chancellor of Tulane Medical Center

Dr. John Joseph Walsh graduated from Long Island College of Medicine in 1948 and subsequently entered the U.S. Public Health Service (U.S.P.H.S.). While stationed in New Orleans, Dr. Walsh first came to Tulane as a cardiology fellow and instructor in Medicine under the guidance of Dr. George Burch in 1957. He later served as Director of the Division of Direct Health Services, U.S.P.H.S. while also an assistant surgeon general. He retired from U.S.P.H.S. in 1968 with the rank of Rear Admiral. He returned to Tulane to serve as Dean of the Medical School from 1968 to 1969 and then as Vice President for Health Affairs the following year. In 1972, Dr. Walsh accepted the post as the first Chancellor of Tulane Medical Center. He is the first Jack R. Aron Professor of Administrative Medicine at Tulane in addition to being a member of Alpha Omega Alpha, Delta Omega, Kappa Delta Phi, and Omega Delta Kappa honorary fraternities.

Over his 21-year tenure as an administrator, Dr. Walsh has become a cornerstone in Tulane Medicine. In his many roles, he has exhibited with great consistency the character, leadership, and perseverance that has enabled Tulane to remain at the forefront of medical education. Dr. Walsh is retiring at the end of the 1988-89 academic year. We are sorry to see him leave and will always be indebted to him for making Tulane Medical Center what it is today.

It is with sincerest gratitude that the Class of 1989 dedicates this yearbook to Dr. Edward Peebles and Dr. John Walsh. We wish them and their families all the best in the future.
The phrase invites many unique and vivid memories of the city that we called home for at least the last four years. Affectionately called “The Big Easy”, New Orleans offered us a multitude of diversions from the daily grind of medical school life.

For many of us the Crescent City became synonymous with good food. From the elegant (and expensive) restaurants of Commander’s Palace or Antoine’s fame to the slightly more accessible corner Popeye’s or Camellia Grill, all were ready to satisfy just about any appetite. We learned how to “suck them heads” during crawfish boils, “dress” our shrimp po-boys appropriately of course, and “save” our leftovers for the Cajun gumbo pot.

Besides the culinary diversion, New Orleans gave us abundant sights and sounds unique to this southern city. Riding on the famous St. Charles Streetcars we were treated to an architectural feast in the Garden District, while further uptown the tranquil beauty of Audubon Park filled our senses.
For those of us in need of a more "active" diversion there was the French Quarter, where a walk along Bourbon Street was always an adventure. Places like Preservation Hall kept us dancing in the streets (or at least tapping our feet) with the sounds of timeless Jazz.

The ultimate diversion was naturally Mardi Gras, that time of year when reservation and restraint took a backseat to raucous revelry. Immersed in the excitement of parades, we eagerly awaited the cups, beads, doubloons, and panties that, at least for the day, were true treasures.

Living in New Orleans filled our four years with newsworthy events as well. These included visits by the Pope and the Surgeon General. We hosted the Republican National Convention, and witnessed the unfortunate destruction of the Cabildo by fire.

These experiences and others have inspired many memories. Yet, perhaps the fondest of these will be the ones that make us shake our heads (in delight or disbelief) and think quietly to ourselves, "Only in New Orleans!"
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Tulane University
School Of Medicine:
From the 1830's To Present
by Thomas W. Frank

The Tulane University School of Medicine has had a rich and unique past. It has weathered the stormiest periods of American History, it has become embroiled in more scandals and imbroglios than has any political administration in the history of the Louisiana legislature (a dubious yet impressive accomplishment). Yet it has not only survived but has gone on to play a leading role in the development of American medical education, and in the process has produced some of the greatest physicians in American History.

There were only thirteen medical schools in the U.S. in the summer of 1832 when Dr. Warren Stone, a gruff Vermont surgeon, boarded the steamship Amelia in New York harbor. The Amelia was bound for New Orleans and like all passage out of New York City in August 1832, it was booked to capacity. Cholera had broken out in New York and it was killing hundreds. Four days out, the dreaded disease broke out on the Amelia and the vessel was forced to dock at Folly Island, South Carolina. Stone, the only physician on board, cared for the sick until he too fell prey to the disease. Several Charleston physicians ventured to the island to treat the ill. One of these young doctors was Thomas Hunt. Hunt befriended Stone and cared for him during his bout of cholera. Both Hunt and Stone were only twenty-four years old, and both had big dreams. Stone, while coarse, of vulgar speech, and from a poor background, was an outstanding surgeon. Hunt, on the other hand, was articulate, well-born, and classically educated, having attended the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. The two developed mutual respect and arranged to meet in New Orleans as soon as fortune would permit.

Upon the rendezvous in New Orleans, Stone and Hunt met up with Dr. John Harrison of Washington, D.C. Both Stone and Harrison received appointments at the oldest hospital in the United States, which was Charity Hospital of New Orleans. Eventually these three gentlemen, Stone, Hunt, and Harrison, decided to establish the first medical school in the Deep South. They met with considerable opposition from the local Paris-trained Creole physicians who felt that a doctor could not be properly educated without attending a classical university. But since the Louisiana Purchase of 1803, enough Americans had settled in New Orleans to override the resistant French physicians. If the French influence had not been so strong, New Orleans may have had a medical school long before 1834. In any event, Stone, Harrison, and Hunt teamed up with six other local American doctors to draft a constitution for the establishment of the medical college. Dr. Hunt, the most eloquent of the founders, was to be the first dean and Professor of Anatomy and Physiology. The school was called, “The Medical College of Louisiana” and the first classes were held in January of 1835.

There were only eleven students in the first class and tuition, fees, room and board came to a total of less than four hundred dollars a year. The first few years were difficult ones. Deans seemed to come and go every year and there were many abrupt faculty changes, but still the school survived. By 1843 there were over one hundred students. Even then, as now, diversity characterized the student body. Members of the class came from Alabama, Mississippi, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Louisiana.
Top: Newspaper clipping from 1834.
Bottom: Our original Constitution.

Medical school in those early days was much different than it is today. For one thing, one needed to attend only eight months of lectures to get the M.D. degree. The school year was four months long, with the second year being identical to the first. One repeated the same seven courses over again. We can only assume that these early educators figured learning was better the second time around.

The curriculum consisted of courses in: Anatomy and Physiology, Chemistry, Materia Medica, Principles and Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and lastly, Obstetrics and the Diseases of Woman and Children. The professors received no salary per se. They were compensated instead by selling tickets to their lectures to medical students (and whomever else would buy them).
The instruction in the early days was wholly didactic. Practical teaching was given only in Anatomy. The lectures were delivered to the entire student body assembled in a large room or amphitheater. Clinical subjects were taught in the same manner. Indeed the unmotivated students would often graduate without having ever attended a delivery, without observing an operation, and often without having ever examined a patient.

Thomas H. Wade was a typical Tulane medical student of the 1850's. Like some of the students of today, he frequently skipped classes. His free time was spent playing kissing games with the ladies in the parlor of his boarding house, attending the theater, and occasionally frequenting the local absinthe. Wade began his medical education in 1850 when he took a nominal preceptorship with two practitioners in his hometown. The following year he enrolled at Tulane. He registered for the customary seven courses and had thirty-three hours of lecture per week. His day began at 9:30 AM and ended at 5:30 PM. The school year lasted from November 17th to February 16th. His total textbook bill was $22.00. Wade listed his total expenses for the year at $420.35. Room and board cost him only $20 per month and his instruments were only $4.50. Among his incidental expenses were a physician's frock coat ($20), an arm and two legs for dissection (10 cents each), and 10 cents worth of candles to dissect by. While Wade was probably the typical student, there were a few "gunners" even in the 1850's. One such gunner was Jeptha McKinney. The lackadaisical attitude of certain faculty members infuriated Jeptha who wrote, "The professors have not given us more than one-half the lectures this week that we are entitled to." Jeptha graduated predictably with honors in 1857. His eight page thesis was on the subject of pneumonia for which he recommended heavy doses of mercury, bleeding, and blistering.

Tuition and fees remained remarkably stable throughout the 19th century. By 1900 it cost $150.00 for the first two years and $165.00 for the final two years. Professors were paid about $3,750.00 per year with the bulk of that still coming from ticket sales.

Between 1907 and 1955 the preclinical and clinical years were physically separated with the preclinical classes held on the uptown campus and the clinical classes downtown. The first two years were finally moved downtown in 1963.

In the 1960's and early 1970's applications to medical school began to soar. Medical school admissions became extremely competitive with Tulane receiving over 5000 applications for 148 places. Thus medical students quickly became America's educational elite. Charity Hospital remained the principal teaching hospital for the Tulane students until Tulane Medical Center was opened in 1976 which served to add dimension to the clinical teaching at Tulane.

Most medical Schools required an elementary school education and high school was desirable. An applicant had to be of "good moral character" and was supposed to have worked under a preceptor for one to three years before starting school. This requirement, however, was not enforced and was observed by relatively few students. In fact, literacy was not even necessary for admission and stories abound concerning the lack of intellectual achievements of mid-19th century medical students.

It was rare for any medical student prior to 1890 to hold a college degree. It was not until nearly the turn of the century that Tulane required more than a high school diploma for admission and up until 1939 any applicant who had studied at Tulane as an undergraduate was unconditionally accepted to the medical school.

Academic standards began to improve in the second half of the 19th century. In 1893 the four month school year was increased to six months and the equivalent of one year of college was required for admission. By 1900 a student had to attend four different six month sessions (two year preclinical and two years clinical) in order to graduate.
By the early 1900's it became apparent that there was much disparity among the quality of medical schools. In 1908 Abraham Flexner was sent by the Carnegie Foundation to examine the state of medical education. He began his study of 155 schools at Tulane in the winter of 1908. This report concluded that Tulane was ranked among the top 3 medical schools in the South. Encouraged by the Flexner report Tulane continued to take great strides in improving academic requirements for admission and the quality of its curriculum. Today Tulane is ranked among the top 20 medical schools in the nation in terms of both competitiveness and education quality.

For the first eight years of the school's existence it had no permanent home. Between 1835 and 1843 lectures were delivered in such various places as a local church, the State House, several wards of Charity Hospital, and even the professors' homes. The school's first building was erected in 1843 on the corner of Baronne and Dryades streets, where the First City Bank stands today. The professors paid for the building out of their own pockets and the land was donated by the State Legislature in return for the free services of the Tulane faculty at Charity Hospital.

In 1847 the legislature decided to establish a State University with the already famous Medical College of Louisiana as its centerpiece. Thus in February 1847 the Medical College of Louisiana became the Medical Department of the University of Louisiana. A new building was constructed to house the increasing number of medical students. The medical school continued to grow rapidly and so did its reputation. In the early 1830's a young Baltimore businessman, Paul Tulane, took up residence in New Orleans and soon amassed much wealth. Although he moved to Princeton, New Jersey in 1873, he did not forget the city that gave him so much and in 1882 he decided to donate 1.25 million dollars for the establishment of a university. The city's leaders were able to persuade Mr. Tulane to improve and privatize the existing University of Louisiana rather than starting from scratch. So in 1884 the public University of Louisiana became the private Tulane University of Louisiana.

The funds from Paul Tulane's donations were used to construct what is now the uptown campus and to improve the university's academic and law departments. In 1893, the wife of Dr. Tobias Richardson (past Dean of the medical school just after the Civil War) donated money to build a desperately needed new complex for the medical school. It was erected on Canal Street near the present site of Hawthorne Hall and opened in 1893. For the first time, students had fully equipped laboratories in sciences other than anatomy. Although considered one of the best equipped medical school buildings, by 1907 it had become too small for the expanding medical school. A wealthy patient of Dr. Rudolph Matas, Alexander Hutchinson, came to the rescue with a large donation which was used to construct a new Richardson building uptown. This building was used to house preclinical classes while the clinical years remained downtown. The downtown building was renamed the Josephine Hutchinson Memorial Building. In December of 1930, a new Hutchinson Building was opened contiguous with Charity Hospital which was acclaimed as the best medical training unit in the South. In October of 1955, a ten story addition to the Hutchinson Memorial was added to house the sophomore medical departments and in 1963 a third addition was completed to enable all four years to be taught under the same roof. The 300 bed Tulane Medical Center teaching hospital was the most recent addition to the hospital complex. It opened its doors in 1976. Additions to this medical center are planned.

As we finally leave behind this proud old symbol of New Orleans' medical past, perhaps only a photographic composite of our class adorning a corridor on the first floor will be all that remains to document our presence here. But in four years we have become part of Tulane's rich history. We have contributed to both her virtues and vices and as we leave her in the distance, we leave part of ourselves behind in the formaldehyde saturated anatomy labs, the sleep-inducing lecture halls, and the malodorous wards of Charity Hospital. For it is here in this place that we have learned to become doctors, the latest links in a chain forged by our 12,000 predecessors, and the one common bond that ties us together as a class.
Charity Hospital Of New Orleans:
A Rich History, A Poor State Of Affairs
By John E. Salvaggio, MD
Henderson Professor Of Medicine

Charity Hospital embraces an intriguing and colorful past, and has served a real purpose. It is steeped in Louisiana history, and has survived difficult times and some of the worst political squabbles and patronage problems in the country, enduring for over 250 years primarily because it was needed.

Its charter dates to January 1736, when Jean Louis, a French sailor formerly employed by the Company of the Indies who worked in New Orleans as a boat builder, bequeathed his estate of approximately 10,000 livres (about $2,500 today) to the founding and furnishing of Charity Hospital in early French colonial Louisiana. This makes it the oldest continually operating hospital in what is now United States territory. (Bellevue Hospital in New York City is also the same age, but was established two months after Charity.)

Perhaps it was the abandonment of the poor, who could not be cared for at the French military of “Royal” Hospital, that induced Jean Louis to be so generous. Initially called the Hospital of St. John or Le Hôpital des Pauvres de la Charité (Hospital for the Poor), its charter came into effect upon Louis’ death.

In his wisdom, Louis appointed the Reverend Father Philippe, Parish Curé and pastor of St. Louis Cathedral, to work with Councilman Raguet in disbursing his legacy and running the Hospital. Sunday collections were taken in the cathedral to support it. In addition, several local individuals made donations of property in their wills.

On March 10, 1736, a house at Chartres and Bienville Streets became the first quarter for the Hospital. Patients must have been admitted immediately, because only a month after its opening the house proved to be too small and by 1743 it became necessary to replace it.

A governmental land grant at the ship-turn at the end of a canal and fronting on the cemetery was provided to build the new Hospital. This location was advantageous since supplies could be unloaded from the ships as well as patients transferred to or received at the Hospital. Its proximity to a cemetery was also of obvious advantage.

After Louisiana was ceded to Spain in 1763, the French were allowed to administer Charity for six more years. With the arrival of Governor O’Reilly in late 1769, however, Charity came under control of church authorities and the Spanish government, as was the custom of such hospitals in Madrid and other Spanish cities.

In 1779, a great hurricane wreaked havoc upon New Orleans, reducing Charity Hospital to ruins. Only the kitchen and storehouse escaped its fury. This destruction resulted in much consternation and suffering, leaving homeless patients to “perish upon the streets or in some obscure corner.” Nonetheless, the Hospital survived.

During this terrible time, Don Andres Almonester y Roxas, a former war clerk, civil notary, and noble gentleman born in Andalusia, Spain, came to Louisiana and rescued the Hospital. He was a leading citizen of the colony and made a modest fortune as an owner of retail stores adjacent to Jackson Barracks. He was described by some as a “selfless benefactor” and by others as an “opportunistic land speculator.” Almonester offered the huge amount of $114,000 to rebuild the hurricane-ravaged Hospital. It was competed in October 1785, and named the Charity Hospital of St. Charles (the San Carlos Hospital) in honor of King Charles III of Spain.

Almonester died in 1798, probably feeling that most of Charity’s administrative problems had been solved. Yet the problems only worsened later.
Charity Hospital Circa 1835.

In the early 1800s, the mayor of New Orleans pleaded before the Louisiana legislature to “Look at the Charity Hospital and examine the state of abandonment and deprivation to which this institution is reduced. The poor man preyed upon by maladies seeks asylum and finds only a grave.”

Another catastrophic event occurred Friday, September 23, 1809, when a kitchen fire quickly spread to the wooden shingled roof and burned the entire hospital to the ground. The indigent sick suffered intense hardship after this fire, and many were housed on the upper gallery of the Cabildo, which served as City Hall.

Louisiana became a state on April 30, 1812, and assumed full responsibility for Charity Hospital on March 13, 1813. Immigrants from dozens of European countries, particularly Germany and Ireland, were treated at Charity, and by 1858 foreigners outnumbered US natives by a ratio of six to one.

To provide additional financial aid to Charity, taxes were placed on all concerts and Carnival Balls. In addition, all theatres in New Orleans were required to give four benefit performances annually. Although an official gambling act would not go into effect until 1923, a tax on gaming halls were instituted for the benefit of the hospital as early as 1815. Further amended in 1832, this law increased the number of gaming halls and raised the tax to $7,500, three quarters of which was designated for Charity Hospital. However, it was the 1842 Passenger Tax paid by all persons arriving in New Orleans from foreign ports that ensured the hospital’s financial stability during this period.

Five years after the great fire, the square roughly corresponding to the location of the current Fairmont Hotel on Canal Street, was sold by the city to the Administrators of Charity to build a new hospital. Work was begun in 1815, and when completed in the same year, the new facilities were described as “vast and commodious, capable of caring for 120 patients.”
A great flood inundated the city the next year and led to the creation of a medical licensing board (The Committee-Medical) to deal with the subsequent terrible sanitary conditions and medical problems. Indeed, the narrative of a young Boston minister who had visited New Orleans in that year described the hospital as "a deep disgrace to any civilized or Christian Country."

A group of citizens visiting Charity in 1818 were horrified by the condition of patients, and complained to the governor and Hospital administrators. They noted the Hospital's filthy condition, and the total inadequacy of attendants. They also stated that patients had to sleep on mattresses upon which were "visible marks of the putrid discharges of those who had died on them of the most pestilential diseases."

Chickens roosted in the hospital rooms, and "their offal covered the furniture in every direction." They further reported that brick dust was used to absorb the filth on the hospital floors, and that it arose in clouds and choked patients on the few occasions when the floors were swept! It is important to note here that many epidemics struck the city and killed thousands from early French colonial days through the 20th Century.

The deterioration of the San Carol Hospital combined with a marked increase in the local population made it apparent that new facilities were again needed. Completed in 1833 at a cost of $149,570, the fourth version of Charity undoubtedly marked a milestone in its history. Records show the lower story was occupied in part by "the Medical College," indicating that when formed in 1834, the new Medical College of Louisiana (now Tulane University School of Medicine) was located within the hospital.

With the arrival of the Daughters of Charity, in combination with the above mentioned items, the overall medical atmosphere in New Orleans was excellent. The entire medical complex was, at that time, very likely one of the best of its kind in the world.

CHARITY HOSPITAL CIRCA 1900. NOTE THE ADDITION OF SATELLITE BUILDINGS AROUND THE MAIN STRUCTURE PICTURED ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE.

Dueling Doctors

Dueling was not uncommon in the mid-1800's and many encounters between physicians and even professors at the Medical College took place, each of which represents a story in itself. As an example, one acrimonious duel involving Charity Hospital physicians was fought in 1856 between bitter professional rivals, Drs. John Foster and Samuel Choppin, essentially stemming from the proper treatment of a medical student who had been shot by a law student in a Carnival ball fracas. Luckily, both Choppin and Foster missed each other when firing their shotguns, and the entire matter was settled without further ado.

Three years later, however, Choppin and Foster were at it again. For this duel Foster armed himself with a self-cocking five-valve revolver and Choppin with a single-valve Derringer in each of his pants pockets as well as Bowie knife in a coattail pocket. Before Choppin could cock his pistol, Foster shot him through the neck, injuring the jugular vein. Driven back several feet, Choppin’s right pistol discharged, wounding his own left hand. Foster shot again, penetrating Choppin’s upper thigh. Choppin then drew his other Derringer and fired at Foster who had turned to fire at him. Fortunately both missed. With his guns empty, Choppin drew his Bowie knife, and with blood streaming from his neck, charged at Foster. Foster was reluctant to kill his wounded opponent, and simply waved his revolver, imploring Choppin to stop. Luckily for Choppin, medical students at the scene rushed to his defense and separated the two men. Choppin’s lacerated jugular vein was promptly repaired and his other injuries treated. Foster was arrested, jailed overnight, and released the next day as Choppin, who made a full and speedy recovery, refused to press any charges against his opponent.
After the Civil War commenced in April 1861, its chaos made little difference to Charity Hospital. Following a series of resignations in February 1862, Ernest Lewis, a young student intern, was appointed to administrate the hospital at the age of twenty-one. Lewis refused to treat General Benjamin Butler’s soldiers when Butler captured New Orleans with his flotilla and 15,000 man garrison. The General was extremely lenient with young Lewis even though Butler later learned that Charity was housing Confederate soldiers transferred from the old marine hospital when its supplies were cut off following the city’s surrender. Lewis finally agreed to accept the federal soldiers, and actually convinced Butler that additional physicians were needed to care for them.

During the post-war period, lottery tickets were again sold to support the Hospital through the Louisiana State Lottery Company formed in 1868. The government finally outlawed this company around 1900, but until then, it provided (at least on paper) major support for Charity. The old Ship Passenger Tax that had helped greatly in the late 1840's and 1850's, was diverted to the Bureau of Agriculture and Immigration. Thus the Hospital’s debts rose markedly.

At this time, large numbers of blacks were admitted to the hospital. Prior to the War, most blacks had been treated by private physicians on the plantations where they had worked as slaves. When they became emancipated, more and more of them required the services of Charity. The Charity Board enacted a policy forbidding discrimination founded on race, color, or previous condition. However, this was interpreted to mean only that care would be provided on an equal basis, and did not prevent the development of separate wards for whites and blacks later in Charity’s history.

Another important advance occurred at charity in 1885 when the first ambulance service was inaugurated. Until that time, the sick travelled to Charity in horse-drawn wagons or similar bumpy transportation that hardly benefited the patient. The tradition of Charity interns riding in ambulances lasted for almost 100 years, and was discontinued in the 1960’s.

Many new additions were made to the Charity complex around the turn of the century, and the hospital probably contained almost 2,000 patient beds. Other hospitals in the city had perhaps only 150 beds combined, including even the larger ones such as Touro Infirmary and Hotel Dieu with 50 to 60 beds each.

The population of New Orleans increased almost 30-fold between 1832 and 1926, while Charity’s bed capacity had less than doubled. It was during this time period that the Hospital was forced to place two patients to a bed, and sometimes even a third patient on a lower mattress near the floor.

The conclusion of World War I in 1918 signaled the arrival of another war, that between School of Medicine and Charity Administrators, as increasing hostilities came to the fore. But the worst was to come as Huey P. Long’s and subsequent administrations came to power. After Long was elected in 1928, he immediately introduced a bill in the legislature allowing the governor to reorganize and appoint a new Charity Hospital Board of Administrators. He removed Charity’s superintendent, and replaced him with Dr. Arthur Virdine, a 29 year-old Rhodes Scholar who was engaged in rural general practice.
Medical education had become more complex, leading to the establishment of many new clinical departments at Tulane. A special Tulane service was also initiated at Charity. Long made no attempt to block this move, yet in 1930 he abruptly dismissed Dr. Alton Ochsner, then Chairman of Surgery at Tulane, from Charity, allegedly because of Ochsner's complaints about political constraints placed on his attempts to build a first-rate Surgery Department at Tulane. The Long-Ochsner-Vidrine affair, together with Tulane's failure to award Long a law degree that he desired, quite possibly played a role in the establishment of the Louisiana State University Medical School at that time. In addition, Long enriched his campaign funds by systematic five-percent deduction from the salaries of all Charity employees, the so-called "deduct box."

It had been clear for many years that the Charity Hospital building, then 100 years old, again needed to be replaced. Following Long's assassination on September 9, 1935, federal funds became available to build the current Charity Hospital, completed on June 27, 1939.

During the World War II years at Charity, a reorganization act was passed in the state legislature to create the Department of Institutions. This administrative branch was to manage all state hospitals, causing a great deal of political bickering. Governor Sam Jones threatened to close the Hospital in 1942, and parts of it were actually closed for a while. By 1943, 400 Charity physicians entered the armed services and in 1944 there were only 131 interns and residents to staff the entire hospital. Charity's Anesthesiology Department and Blood Bank were also reorganized during these years by Dr. John Adriani.
At war's end in 1945, problems involving interrelationships developed not only for Charity, but also for the medical schools. The Ochsner Clinic had emerged as a large medical institution employing many of Tulane's faculty and developing its own residency training programs. The Veterans Administration Hospital also developed a residency program that further competed with Charity. With the rise of LSU Medical School, the old controversies between Tulane and Charity were now simply extended to it as well.

In the late 1950's many sweeping changes were considered for Charity and its associated schools. In the 1960's the ugly matter of segregation was faced and the "colored and white" wards that were on separate sides of the hospital were eliminated.

By the late 1960's financial problems for the Hospital and both schools were paramount, particularly as Tulane was increasing its residency affiliation with hospitals other than Charity, likely for political and financial reasons. The crucial nature of the situation prompted the governor to visit Charity, and the hospital's director described it as having slipped from a position of national leadership as a teaching center and medical institution for the poor, to a position of inferiority. He warned that the tight money situation at Charity had begun to have an adverse effect on the "life blood" of the institution, namely its intern and residency programs. The director stated that if the numbers of residents continued to decrease, the hospital would soon be in serious trouble. Attempts were therefore made to improve the situation. The Health Education Authority of Louisiana was established to revive the entire Tulane-LSU-Charity Hospital complex: some progress was made, but Charity remained essentially unaffected. The Department of Health & Human Resources, was also developed during the 1970's and control of Charity Hospital was moved to this large umbrella agency in Baton Rouge.

In 1974 LSU and Tulane signed an affiliation agreement with Charity providing that at three-year intervals the schools would alternate naming a medical director with an associate director being appointed by the other school. Under the new plan, a lay administrator was named as well.

Other important contracts were signed with Charity at this time whereby the deans of the schools were reimbursed to pay faculty members for performing hospital functions. Woefully inadequate financing continued at Charity, however, and the hospital has lost its accreditation on several occasions since 1975. This was threatening, not only for Charity, but for both schools and the entire medical education process. At present the Hospital's grossly inadequate financing appears to be worse than ever despite a consistently high inpatient census and an outpatient clinic load that border on intolerable. During the last year alone there have been several severe cuts in the hospital's budget. The situation at Charity has led to alleged poor working conditions for physician and student alike, and to reprimands by national residency review and accreditation committees.

And while many plans for problem solving are currently being developed, the question remains, "Is this grand old institution a nineteenth century anachronism or can it be properly financed, funded, and equipped to provide the excellent care for patients and teaching opportunities for medical students that it has in the past?" Although the future cannot be predicted with any accuracy, one can only hope that future administrations will act favorably on initiatives to improve the relatively poor state of affairs that currently exists.
Admissions

W. Clifford Newman, PhD
Associate Dean and Director of Admissions

Joseph C. Pisano, PhD
Assistant Director of Admissions Chairman, Financial Aid

Gayle A. Sayas
Administrative Assistant to Dean Newman

Judy Boihem
Administrative Assistant

Roselyn Marshall
Secretary

Student Affairs

Carol A. Gaudet
Administrative Assistant to Dean Tomlinson

Melinda Smiley
Administrative Assistant

Dionne M. Weber
Secretary

Wallace K. Tomlinson, MD
Associate Dean of Student Affairs

MEdREP

Anna C. Epps, PhD
Associate Dean Director, Student Services & MEdREP

Office of Student Services and MEdREP

Faculty
Anatomy

Robert D. Yates, PhD
Chairman/Cytochemistry

Mary B. Anderson, PhD
Endocrinology

I-Li Chen, PhD
Immunocytochemistry

Catherine G. Cuelick, PhD
Neuroanatomy

James R. Jeter, PhD
Cell Biology

Garald S. Kirby, PhD
Biomechanics

Joseph A. Mascorro, BS
Neurocytology

Pamela J. Moore, PhD
Reproductive Anatomy

Edward M. Peebles, PhD
Embryology/Teratology

Richard W. Rieck, PhD
Neuroanatomy

M. Robert Vaupel, PhD
Embryology/Teratology

Leon B. Walker, PhD
Kinesiology

Joseph T. Weber, PhD
Neuroanatomy

Biochemistry

Rune L. Stjernholm, PhD
Chairman/Chemotherapeutics

William H. Baricos, PhD
Enzymology

William Cohen, PhD
Enzymology

Melanie Ehrlich, PhD
Molecular Biology

Eugene Hamori, PhD
Physical Biochemistry

Yu-Teh Li, PhD
Chemical Pathology

James E. Muldrey, PhD
Nutrition

Manie K. Stanfield, PhD
Biocorganic Chemistry

Richard H. Steele, PhD
Cellular Energetics

Jen-Sie H. Tou, PhD
Phospholipid Metabolism

Dr. Hamori prepares his friend for the "command performance".
Pathology

Michael A. Gerber, MD
Chairman/Hepatic Pathology

Steve M. Covington, MD
Clinical/Surgical Pathology

Philip Daroca, Jr, MD
Surgical/Pulmonary Pathology

H. Nina Dhurendhar, MBBS, DCP
Surgical/Cytology

Kenneth B. Farris, MD
Clinical Pathology

Lynn Bernal-Green, MD
Microbiology/Hematology

James C. Herkin, MD
Neuropathology

Friedrichs Herrin, MD
Surgical Pathology

George L.
Leonard, MD
Blood Bank

William H. Luer, MD
Surgical Pathology

Pamela C.
Martin, MD
Surgical Pathology

Harry T. Pigman, MD
Clinical Pathology/Autopsy

Donald R.
Pulitzer, MD
Surgical/Dermatopathology

Richard J. Reed, MD
Surgical/Dermatopathology

Norberto A.
Schor, MD
Surg. Pathology/Carcinogenesis

Patrick D.
Walker, MD
Surgical/Renal Pathology

Microbiology & Immunology

A. Arthur
Gottlieb, MD
Chairman/Immunology

John D.
Clements, PhD
Enteric Pathogens

Judith K. Domer, PhD
Mycology

Gerald J.
Domingue, PhD
Renal Bacteriology

Robert F. Garry, Jr, PhD
Virology

Lee A.
Henderson, PhD
Immunology

Emmelt J.
Johnson, PhD
Microbial Genetics

Mary K. Johnson, PhD
Bacterial Toxins

Laura S. Levy, PhD
Virology

Patricia A.
Mayeux, MS
Laboratory Instructor

Dr. Johnson belts out another tune from the Broadway bound “Microbius the Marvelous Microbe”.
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Pediatrics

John E. Lawy, MD
Chairman/Nephrology

Robert Backerman, MD
Pulmonology

Franklin Boneau, MD
Nephrology

Robert Daum, MD
Infectious Disease

Scott H. Davis, MD
Pulmonology

Daniel A. Deane, MD
Allergy/Immunology

Richard D. deShazo, MD
Neonatology

W. Michael DeVoe, MD
Neonatology

Johnette M. Frentz, MD
Endocrinology

William L. Gill, MD
Neonatology

Jerome S. Heller, MD
Child Neurology

Robert L. Hopkins, MD
Pulmonology

James R. Humber, MD
Hematology/Oncology

Dahlia Kirkpatrick, MD
Hematology/Oncology

Katherine M. Knight, MD
Ambulatory Pediatrics

Arthur S. Pickoff, MD
Pediatric Cardiology

Jane E. Reynolds, MD
Neonatology

Margaret Smith, MD
Infectious Disease

Thomas G. Storch, MD
Neonatology

Jean Takanaka, MD, MPH
Neonatology/Public Health

Russell Van Dyke, MD
Infectious Disease

Nell Pepe Waring, MD
Allergy/Immunology

William W. Waring, MD
Pulmonology

James A. Wright, MD
Gastroenterology

Parasitology

Jack H. Esslinger, PhD
Filarial Systems

Emile A. Malek, PhD
Malacology

Robert G. Yaager, PhD
Protozoology

Epidemiology

Robert Franklin, MD, MPH
Epidemiology

Elizabeth Holt, DrPH
Epidemiology
Pharmacology

James W. Fisher, PhD
Chairman/Hematopharmacology

Krishna C. Agrawal, PhD
Cancer Chemotherapy

Barbara Beckmen, PhD
Hematopharmacology

Craig W. Clarkson, PhD
Cardiac Pharmacology

Floyd R. Domer, PhD
Anesthesia Pharmacology

William J. George, PhD
Toxicology

Paul S. Guth, PhD
Neuropharmacology

Philip J. Kadowitz, PhD
Cardiovascular Pharmacology

Juan Lertora, MD, PhD
Clinical Pharmacology

Dennis McNamere, Jr, PhD
Subcellular Pharmacology

Theodore Wang, MD
Clinical Pharmacology

The Drs. Domer on the edge of their seats awaiting the start of the first annual "Talent Show".

Physiology

L. Gabriel Navar, PhD
Chairman/Renal Physiology

F. Edward Dudek, PhD
Neurophysiology

Nicholas DiLuzio, PhD
Past Chairman

Larry P. Faigan, PhD
Cardio-Renal Physiology

John Fox, PhD
Calcium Metabolism

Richard Harrison, PhD
Reproductive Physiology

Norman R. Kraisman, PhD
Neurophysiology

Robert F. Lowe, PhD
Cardiovascular Physiology

Mary V. Nekola, PhD
Endocrinology

Joseph C. Pisano, PhD
Cell Physiology

Benjamin Walker, PhD
Pulmonary Physiology

Marian R. Weller, PhD
Endocrinology
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Psychiatry & Neurology

Daniel K. Winstead, MD
Chairman/Adult Psychiatry

Marc A. Forman, MD
Vice-Chairman/Child Psych.

Joseph B. Green, MD
Past Chairman/Neurology

Teal F. Bennett, Jr., MD
Adjunct Adult Psychiatry

Richard Dallon, MD
Child Psychiatry

Jorge Daruna, PhD
Child Psychology

Edward M. Duncan, PhD
Adult Psychiatry

Arthur W. Epstein, MD
Adult Psychiatry

Edward F. Foulke, MD, PhD
Adult Psychiatry

Donald M. Gallant, MD
Substance Abuse

James R. Gay, PhD
Child Psychology

Phillip T. Griffin, MD
Adult Psychiatry

Jerome S. Hallar, MD
Child Neurology

Robert G. Haath, MD
Professor Emeritus

Carol A. Leal, MD
Child Psychiatry

David H. Miale, MD
Adult Psychiatry

Betty Ann Muller, MD
Child Psychiatry

Sonia M. Nunez, MD
Neurology

Patrick O'Neil, MD
Adult Psychiatry

Jose M. Pena, MD
Adult Psychiatry

Pallyath Sarala, MD
VA-Neurology

Barry D. Schwartz, PhD
Adult Psychology

Mortaza Shamsia, MD
Neurology

Antonio Stazio, MD
VA-Neurology

Samuel A. Truland, MD
VA-Neurology

Michael Wall, MD
Neurology

Leon A. Weisberg, MD
Neurology

A few of the Tools of the Trade.
Surgery

Relaxing comfortably in the Surgery Lounge, Dr. Ray Haddad awaits his next case - the morning “snack tray”.

Editor’s Note: Some members of the Faculty were not available to be photographed, and regretfully do not appear here. In several instances, those pictured are representative of the departments when the Class of 1989 was enrolled in their courses.
# Freshman Year

## 1985 - 1986

### Class Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Frederick Azar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Gordon Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Jon Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Shawn Robertson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SEC Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Shelby Wilbourn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Catherine Wheeler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer</td>
<td>Anna Lou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary</td>
<td>Michele Lajaunie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Honor Board

Andrew Wong, Colleen Hawthorne

## The Year, In Review

Bernard Goetz guns down four black teenagers in a New York subway - he claims self defense.
Space shuttle Challenger explodes just after launching, killing seven crew members.
TWA flight 847 hijacked in Beirut, holding 39 Americans hostage for 17 days.
Corazon Aquino challenges Marcos' reign in the Philippines.
Over 7,000 people die in earthquake in Mexico City, Mexico.
LIVE AID raises millions of dollars for the hungry in Africa.
Titanic is discovered in the depths of the Atlantic Ocean after 73 years.
Sale if IUD's halted.
President Reagan undergoes minor surgery to remove rectal polyps.
Pete Rose hits his way past Ty Cobb in the record books with 4,191 lifetime hits.
Died: Yul Brenner (65), Ruth Gordon (88), Orson Welles (70), Karen Ann Quinlan (31), Konstantine Chernenko (73).
The Typical Freshman Medical Student

Condition: Encephalopenic Freshmaniasis
Chief Complaint: "It hurts when I sit"
Signs & Symptoms: Weight loss, diaphoresis, unresting tremor, gunner pen
Tic, formalin pseudomembrane, levator ani muscle
fatigue, characteristic odor, persistent lecture attendance
Diagnostic Tests: Head CT, cranial transillumination,
Tab titers
Rorschach Response: "I see fibrous connective tissue"
Treatment: Psychodynamic psychotherapy and fresh air
Prognosis: Poor

At A Cocktail Party ...

"Isn't that a branch of the recurrent laryngeal nerve?"

"It sounds O.K. to me ... what's it for?"

"I think my cadaver was on that before he died."

"How should I know ... we'll learn about the abnormal stuff next year."

"You're a medical student ... my doctor prescribed Lopressor, what do you think?"
T1 Labs:

Lab A with Dr. Kirby

Lab B with Dr. Cusick

Lab C with Dr. Walker
Home Away From Home

Lab D with Dr. Harlan

Lab F with Dr. Chen

Lab E with Dr. Moore and Dr. Peebles
We’ve Grown Accustomed To The Place

Wendy Jo and Wendy Sue Need All of Their Study Aids . . .

. . . While Vince Gets by With the Bare Essentials

Jim Demonstrates That There’s More Than One Way to Skin a Todd
Kristin Caught in a Rare Moment
NOT Asking a Question

What's so Funny About Green Fibro-Cartilage and Elephant Retina?

While Dr. Vaupel Admires the Transition From Simple Columnar to Stratified Squamous Epithelium . . .

. . . The Class Applauds in Appreciation
The Class of 1989 cordially invites you and a guest to attend
The Cadaver Ball
February 1, 1986
7:00 P.M.
Grand Ballroom
Clarion Hotel
1500 Canal Street

Semi-Formal Attire B&B
Black Tie Optional Cash Bar Available

Top Photo: Jim, Lauren, Kristin, and Chris
Lisa and Peter
Mimi, John, Debbie, and Ellen
"Big Dick" Dr. Rieck and Gina

Jeannette, Jim, Amy, and Gordon

Ken, Noel, Barbara, Keith, Andrea, Andy, Lilly, and Jon
We All Had Our Ways Of

Tony, Trudi, and Dan Get Lei'd at Luau.
Miss Manners (Anne Dopson) Demonstrates the Proper Way to Study Histology.

Napkin in Hand, Bill Prepares Himself for a Wet Kiss from Debbie. Dr. Vaupel is Having No Trouble "Identifying" That Smooth Muscle.
Forgetting About Books For Awhile

Bones & Books: Tools of the T-1 Trade. For Some, the First of Many Mardi Gras' to Come. For the Old Pros, the Mood was a Bit More Sedate.

During Those “Fresh”man Days the Faces Were Brighter, the Times Less Complicated, and the Hair for Some a Little Fuller than Today.
Sophomore Year

1986 - 1987

Class Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Honor Board

SEC Officers
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary

The Year In Review

Oliver North indicted as the Iran Contra scheme is uncovered.
Chernobyl disaster - nuclear power plant explodes sending radioactive dust over Northern Europe.
"Baby Doc" Duvalier goes into exile from Haiti.
Centennial celebration for the Statue of Liberty in New York City.
Cling Eastwood begins his political career as Mayor of Carmel, California.
Voyager completes the first nonstop flight around the world.
Jarvis 7 artificial heart recipient, William Schroeder, dies after multiple strokes.
AZT approved for the treatment of AIDS.
Prince Andrew marries "Fergie" - Sarah Ferguson.
Adrenal implant in brain tissue proves beneficial for four patients with Parkinsonism.
Deaths: James Cagney (86), Benny Goodman (77), Carey Grant (82), Georgia O'Keefe (98), Otto Preminger (80), Len Bias (22), Ricky Nelson (45).
### The Typical Sophomore Medical Student

| Condition: | Suppurative Sophomorrhea |
| Chief Complaint: | "I can't seem to rule out SLE!" |
| Signs & Symptoms: | Quiz Bowl amnesia, finds Farris jokes funny, parasitology proctor-induced aggression, tendency to buy Imreg stock, stethaphophobia, squinty-eye syndrome, multiple sacral decubiti |
| Diagnostic Tests: | Stool OCP, ANA (will be + 80-85% of the time or is it 10-15%?), anti-K type antibodies |
| Rorschach Response: | "I see a caseating granuloma" |
| Treatment: | Clean white coat and directions to Charity |
| Prognosis: | Guarded |

### At A Cocktail Party...

"You're a medical student... my doctor prescribed LOpressor, what do you think?"

"That's Metoprolol, isn't it?"

"The advantages of Beta blockade have proved to be very effective in the control of angina pectoris."

"As a cardioselective 'Beta -I receptor antagonist', it may be the drug of choice over nonseslective agents for certain patients."

"What is your 'mahn-ten-ence' dose?"
T2: A Test Every Week,

Richard Coaches Some Special Olympians in the True Tulane Spirit

Juliet, Steve, Debbie, and Keith “Study” Pharm at the Beach

Andy and Mimi Enjoy a Day on Beautiful Lake Ponchartrain?

Al and Steve “Hit the Wall” at the 6K Mark of the Crescent City Classic
But On The Weekend . . .

Ron and His Date, Who Appears Mesmerized by His Captivating Smile

A New Orleans Tradition?

Freddy Trimming His Nails “Mississippi Style”

Lisa & Ellen Flash Their Chesire Grins
We Shared In The Fun

And Games Together

During a Temporary Ceasefire, the Flag Raiders Pose for a Portrait.

Clockwise: Margot, Lilly, & Suzie Smile for the Camera. We All Slept Easier at Night Knowing the Note Service Was in Very Competent Hands. Diana, Tyler, Al, Steve, and Christine Pay Tribute to the Late Dr. Burch. As the Luau Punch Takes Its Toll, "Unusual" Behavior Reigns.
Brian Growls Uneasily, Preventing Others From Approaching His "Prey".

Clockwise from Right: At the Top of the 10 Man Stack (Not Shown), Bill & Robert Get the Best View at Jazz Fest. Shawn Does Her Part Helping Out at the Limbo Party. Cindy Lends a Helping Hand to a Special Olympian. Barbara Attempts, Unsuccessfully, to Remove the Puppy From Terry's Grasp. Another Barbara Enjoys a More Civilized Moment, Tea Time at Windsor Court.

Below: PD Class Familiarized Us With the "Red Reflex": Some the Hard Way.
We Survived

Ted, Curtis, and Dan Look Their Best for a Test

The Schwegmann Bag Boy

The Married Men (Pat, John, Scott, John, Kent, and Scott)

Miss Alabama, Miss Florida, and Miss Louisiana
James and Tony Discuss the New Corvette

Phil, Victor, and Patricia Rejoice Now That Heart Sounds Are Finally Over

Class Attention Varies From Seat to Seat

Anne, Brit, Kelvin, and Leslie Sit in Their Assigned Seats
Les Bons Temps Roulent

Carrie and Barbara Make an Entrance

Gordon Getting in the Mood

Rodney and John Get (Serious) at Cadaver Ball '86

Curtis Eating American Sushi

Un-Named Crawfish Sucks Ron's Head
Ricky with a Surprise Package

Richard with a Surprise Package of His Own

Cindy, Diana, Gary, Trudi, and Todd Share in Some Good Cheer

Ellen & Jeannette Demonstrate the Double Heimlich Maneuver

Josh and a Few Friends
A Time To Work, A Time To Play

Howard Dreams ... "Chairman of Medicine, Surgery, or Ob/Gyn"

Aww, But I Wanted To Go To Joe's!

Lilly and Sue, Tea for Two
Moonstruck

Dianna Shows That Tender Loving Care Goes a Long Way

1985 - Maybel Predicts the Arrival of Hurricane Gilbert in 1988

"Is Dat fo Heah O-Ta-Go?"

Marianne & Theresa Talk About Suzette in Her Absence
And Now For Something Completely Different . . .

Brad Makes His Mark on Jenny
Steve Heats Up Next to Karen

Dawn and Lisa Elicit the Services of Freddy and Mike
Patty and John Enjoying a Warm Cup Of Blood

Steve and Wendy Dress as Lawyers
Christine Compares Her Club to Steve's S2 Through S4

Tony and Steve celebrate the end of "Bloody October"

Kristin Illustrates That "You Are What You Drink"

Dr. Harlan, Darin, Steve Hopkins, and Angelique Compare Costumes
Terry Thinks, “I’d Rather Be Hunting”

Rodney Adjusts Carey’s Rabbit Ears To Pick Up the Saints Game

Bill With Debie and Wendy (Naked From The Neck Down . . .)

Jim Putting Our Money Where His Mouth Is

Kevin Performs CPR On the Toilet
Holly Thinks, "I Should Have Been a Model"

Debbie Does Dinner

Kent Prepares for Lewy Rounds

The Mac and Phil Plus

Myra & James Dress for Success
So, Why Did You Pick Tulane?

Dana and Trudi Forget to Consult the Clairol Color Chart

"The Beef People" Arrive

Ken and Jon Show an Out of Town Friend How to Celebrate "Nawlins Style"

"Throw Me Sumptin' Mister!"
The French Quarter Decorates for Fat Tuesday

As Rex Rolls, the Days Festivities Come to an End

Wes and Kim Display Some of Their Earnings While Enjoying a Parade
Broadway Comes To Tulane Avenue

The Vaupel Shuffle

When you & your friends go out to the lab
Don’t spend too much time with that stiff on the slab
Get out of the fat
Get out of the muscle
Take out your scopes and do the Vaupel Shuffle

Chorus
T1, T1 (Echo), Well a yuck, yuck, yuck, yuck
Identify, identify. Woob, woob, woob ...

Well if you wanna’ pass, then just study your glass
And do the Vaupel Shuffle

Well you & your friends, you love Leon & Ed
You step out of lab, and you smell like the dead
It’s not a delight to dissect & hustle
So throw out your probes & do the Vaupel Shuffle

Chorus

Well you & your friends, you all hate to see
Anatomy tapes on a busted T.V.
So let out a scream, don’t let it be muffled
Get off your ass! And do the Vaupel Shuffle

Chorus
PUTTIN' ON THE HITS

Tulane Medical School Auditorium
May 1, 1987 8:00pm

Joey and Daryl
Dana, Lisa, and Carrie
Tony, Jerry, Darin, and Jim

Suzanne, Wendy, Steve, Kevin W., Kevin J., and Dan
Time To Spare . . .

Peter and Al Take a Well Needed Break After Conquering the "Bunny Slope"

Miguel and Leonel in a Rare Moment Together

Tyler Poses for a GQ Layout

Debbie Takes In Some Light Reading Between Sets

Mimi "On the Rocks"
Watch Out Paul Prudhomme, Here Comes Chef Kevin

Suds and Anne Share the Spotlight

Mike and Stephen Feed Bob Alligator

Andy Tries Out New Orthopedic Equipment

Larry, Gina, Colleen, James, and Anna Share a Birthday Cake with Howard and Tracie
A Day In The Life . . .

Gina, For a Few More Dollars, You Could Have Had the Whole Dress

Tessie and Angelique, Friends Forever!

Leslie Introduces Miss Venus (Debbie) To Miss Mars (Ann)
Splash "Two" Starring Fariba and Susie

Vince Says, "Don't Leave Home Without Your Tulane ID"

Junior Year

1987 - 1988

Class Officers
President: Gerald Livaudais
Vice President: Kevin Wall
Treasurer: James Goff
Secretary: Dana Edwards

Honor Board: Andrew Wong, Scott Beate
Lilly Polmon, James Marshall

SEC Officers
President: James Mayer
Vice President: Frederick Azar
Treasurer: Gordon Cohen
Secretary: Jacquleen Dano

The Year In Review

Pope John Paul II tours North America, including the City of New Orleans. New York State moves to reduce residents' hours.
First AIDS case trace to 1989 - much earlier than previously thought.
Jessica Hahn and Jim Bakker "couple" to bring down the PTL empire.
The country celebrates the 200th anniversary of the United States Constitution.
Stocks plunge 508 points amid panic trading.
Mathius Rust lands his plane in the middle of Red Square in Moscow.
Baby Jessica (18 months) is rescued from a 22 feet deep well while the whole country watches.
President Reagan's nominee, Robert Bork, rejected as Supreme Court Justice.
Deaths: Fred Astaire (88), William Casey (74), Henry Ford II (70), Jackie Gleason (71), Rita Hayworth (69), Rudolph Hess (93), Danny Kaye (74), Liberace (67), Lee Marvin (63), Robert Preston (68), Andy Warhol (58).
### The Typical Junior Medical Student

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition:</th>
<th>Subacute Sclerosing Junioralgia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chief Complaint:</td>
<td>&quot;I can't stand clear of the closing doors&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs &amp; Symptoms:</td>
<td>Generalized malaise, blunted affect, blueberry muffin intolerance, Cujo fever, &quot;Chinese restaurant syndrome&quot;, consults Weisberg on fashion, VA ward clerk-induced emesis, hypochondriasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic Tests:</td>
<td>Sleep-deprived EEG, fasting blood sugar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rorschach Response:</td>
<td>&quot;I see a warm, soft pillow resting gently upon a very large bed with a cup of hot cocoa ... all is suspended in quietness and solitude and I do not see any blood gas kits nearby ... There is a door and behind it I see an incredibly huge decubitus ulcer trying to pick the lock&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment:</td>
<td>REM sleep, caloric intake, a bath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prognosis:</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### At A Cocktail Party

"You're a medical student ... my doctor prescribed Lopressor, what do you think?"

"I think that's the drug on my penlight."

"The Tenormin drug rep throws much better lunches."

"I'm rotating through Neuro/Psych now, ask me in two months when I'm on Medicine."

"Why, do you have high blood pressure?"
Working The Wards

Clockwise: Susie & Tessy Wait Their Turn For the Terminal While Dave Smiles for the Camera. Dana Delivers Her First “Gurrl”. Dave Forces a Smile While on “Short” Call at the VA. Sue Diagrams the “Ehreenthal Approach” to the Bilroth II. Vince Nervously Smiles as He Picks Up Yet Another Paranoid Schizophrenic During His Psychiatry Rotation.
Clockwise: Joey, Howard, and Dave Discuss Their Patients on Rounds.
Jerry Hopes That One Day He Becomes Famous Enough to Have His Brain Displayed in the Surgery Library. Andy Arrives at CHNO Wide-eyed and Ready to Cure. TomRefuses to Allow a Night on Call to Stand Between Him and a Good Time. Undaunted by Dr. Harris' Presence, Curtis Properly Identifies a Bezoar under 400X. Brad Brushes Up on His Ventriloquist Act for the Upcoming Talent Show.
Clockwise: Chris Confirms His Self-Diagnosis of Mitral Valve Prolapse With the Help of a Second Opinion. Dave Kraus Catches Up on Some Much Needed Sleep During Surgery in His Charity "Suite". Karen Holds Direct Pressure After Her "First Stick" With a Very Cooperative Patient. Susan, Dee, and Cindy Hold Their Urology Resident (Gary Hurwitz) Captive.
Clockwise: Isaac, Ingrid, Al, Pat, and Rob Sit Down in the Student Lounge and Compare Notes. With No Time to Spare on Call, Scott Combines Taking a Shower With Doing His Laundry. Brian & Josh Awake From Medicine Lecture to Find Everyone Else Gone. Jim Tries, Unconvincingly, to Explain His Tardiness for Morning Rounds to His Resident (Mike Archie). The Calm Before the Storm at Charity ER.
Clockwise: Dianna & Dan Share Some Juicy Gossip at the School Mailboxes. Charity Wards, Where “Semi-Private” Takes on a Whole New Meaning. Suzette & Debbie, Still Fresh and Smiling, Are Obviously Not Post-Call. Reading the “Yellow Book” For Surgery Has Different Meanings to Different People. Dave Tries His Best to Break the Sterile Field Prepared By Scott.
Left: Richard Soaks Up the Library "Ambiance".

Clockwise: Steve Caresses One of the Smaller Charity Hospital Patients. Lisa, Debbie, Ron, & Jim Nervously Prepare For Staff Rounds. Karen, Shawn, & Ingrid Get a Few Pointers From an Experienced T-4 (Barbara Carroll).
Shaun, Kent, and Lisa Attend a Weekend Party.

Clockwise: Anna and Gina Take a Break From Lecture. Juliet Relaxes on the RiverWalk. Pee Wee Herman (Jerry) and Debbie Entertain the Kids at Diabetic Camp. Bill and Lisa Wind Down with Yet Another Subtitled Foreign Film.
The Year In Review


USS Vincennes shoots down Iranian commercial airliner killing 290.

Jimmy Swaggert confesses to frequenting a local hotel to visit a prostitute.

Space Shuttle Discovery returns the United States to space.

Federal law bans smoking on all U.S. flights of two hours or less.

Ben Johnson sets a new world record in the 100 meter dash, winning Olympic gold, and then loses all for using steroids.

JAMA reports Retin-A prescription cream effective in reducing facial wrinkles.

George Bush accepts Republican nomination in New Orleans, then wins the 1988 presidential election.

Superman turns fifty years old, and Irving Berlin reaches his centennial year.

Deaths: “Pistol Pete” Maravich (40), Divine (42), Roy Orbison (52), John Houseman (86), Andy Gibb (30), Billy Carter (51), Louis L’Amour (80), Christine Onassis (37).
### The Typical Senior Medical Student

| Condition: | Partially differentiated Senioritis mild mild atypia |
| Chief Complaint: | "I lost 3,000 'frequent flyer miles' due to computer error" |
| Signs & Symptoms: | Apathy, depleted bank account, padded CV, recent tan lines, illusions of grandeur, hypersonolence, FLEX-o-phobia, residency echolalia |
| Diagnostic Tests: | Skin Bx to R/O SCCA, serum ETOH level, LFT's |
| Rorschach Response: | "I see a loan interest rate compounding quarterly" |
| Treatment: | Dramamine, residency of choice |
| Prognosis: | Temporary euphoria with relapse imminent |

### At A Cocktail Party

"You're a medical student ... my doctor prescribed Lopressor, what do you think?"

"Don't ask me ... I'm going into Orthopedics."

"I don't think it goes with pizza and beer."

"Is your doctor affiliated with any residency programs?"

"Sorry, I'm only up to OB/GYN in my FLEX review books."
Clockwise at Top: Dr. Ray and Noel stop for “lunch” at the school cafeteria. Chris helps out in Jamaica by weighing some of the children in his area. Joey and John analyze a chest film during their Senior Radiology Elective at TMC. Sean searches for any Senior notes but, alas, finds none (it’s January). Considering Chris’ expertise . . . Keith and Anne allow him to weigh their luggage.
Clockwise at Top: Susan & Jim spend a cold senior elective in Alaska. Dan dresses up for afternoon clinics. Tyler gets closer to the sun catching rays at a rooftop spa. Kevin & Richard intently watch the board as Dr. Cohen draws up yet another 2 X 2 table. With weekends now free, Lauren enjoys watching a class tennis match. Center: Britt, Leslie, Anne, & Kelvin each have their own residency "wish list" for Santa.
Clockwise: Even the Big Free rolled out the red carpet for the conventioneers this past summer. Studying in London, these four seniors try to disguise their identities (Dave, Jill, Steve, and Angelique). Personifying how many of us felt, Freddy gets "overwhelmed" by the whole application process. With the stress of Senior year too much to bear, Brian and Rob sulk in the cafeteria. After a long absence from New Orleans, Brian prepares to open his mailbox.
Clockwise: "... Julio down by the school yard." Leslie & John proudly display their "one-patient" medicine file. Kevin doesn't seem to mind not having to wear that heavy white coat for awhile. With time to spare, Juliet & her dog explore the Mississippi River Basin. Like a few others in our class, Vic & Linda tied the knot during Senior year. Center: After the storm, Shaun & Laeton "tough-it-out" in St. Thomas.
The Athlete In Us All . . .

Okay Guys, Who Forgot the Volleyball Net?

Dr. Garry Watches With Envy as Darin Accepts the Award as Intramural Tennis Champion in the Middle of His Virology Lecture

Steve Laments, "C'mon Guys Let Me Play Too!"

Diana Struts Her Stuff in the 1986 Crescent City Classic

Pat Swings for the West Bank!
Brad Goes for the Gold!

Steve Demonstrates the "California Walk"

Volleyball Competitors Pose for a Post-Game Portrait

Tuesday Night Hoop Action!

Bill Prays for Rain as His Team is Down by 10 Runs
Is There A Doctor In The House?

The Honeymoon's Over Todd!

After the Jamaican Experience They Were Never the Same Again

Dawn Gets Her Oral Fix

Jim Bothers a Drug Rep One Too Many Times
Dana Learns How to “Suck Them Heads”

Chris Auditions for the “Roman Meal” Ticket

Cindy’s Ears Perk Up When Someone Mentions “Party”

Suds and Tessie Boogy the Night Away

Wendy Earns Extra Money Blowing Up Lucky Dog Stands
Some That Were,
Some That Are,
Some That Will Be

Mark and Trudi

Sheryl and Joey
Al and Carrie

Bill and Lisa
Can You Find Francois?

Wendy and Robert

Victor and Linda
Patty and John
Ricky and Lilly
What is he looking at?

Wes and Kim

Jeannette and Gordon

Rob and Ronell
Two's

Steve and Marnie
Lisa and Rick

Lisa and Kent
Amy and Jim
Company

Tracy and Brit

Bruce and Ellen

Anna and Trent

Tom and Dee
The Future Class of 1989

A) Fariba Navid 2) Steve Favrot C) Pat Rhoades D) Marianne Madiedo E) Chris Dellasantina F) Ron Rinker
A) Dave Kostick  
B) Mimi Yenari  
C) Mike O’Brien  
D) Curtis Holder  
E) Wendy Warwar  
F) Robert Warwar  
G) Paul Mangiafico  
H) Jill Broffman
When I Grow Up
I'm Going To Be
A Doctor . . .
MD’s To Be . . .

A) Bill Johnson  B) Anne Sholes  C) Steve Jones  D) Ken Zuckerman  E) James McPherson
From These Humble Beginnings ...

... To Becoming A Physician

TULANE
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GRADUATING
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Dianna E. Abney
Shreveport, Louisiana

Deborah A. Allen
Cleveland, Tennessee

Kristin M. Alline
Slidell, Louisiana

Angelique E. Almoian
Villa Park, California

Elizabeth R. Armstrong
Galveston, Texas

Frederick M. Azar
Greenville, Mississippi
UNIVERSITY MEDICINE
CLASS OF 89

Tis A. Barron
ugar Land, Texas

Bradley J. Bartholomew
River Ridge, Louisiana

Holly M. Bastian
Boutte, Louisiana

Scott N. Beatse
West Covina, California

Jean M. Blaydon
It. Croix, Virgin Islands

Joseph M. Boucree
New Orleans, Louisiana
Paula Brinkley
Agana, Guam

Jill D. Broffman
Beverly Hills, California

Brian J. Carey
Seattle, Washington

Steven Chen
Irvine, California

Noel M. Chia
Metairie, Louisiana

Gordon A. Cohen
Newport Beach, California

Christopher P. Dellasantina
Oakland, California

Britton M. Devillier
Deridder, Louisiana
Ebra J. Devoe
Bronado, California

Susan J. Diem
New Orleans, Louisiana

William D. Donovan
Pelham, New York

Elizabeth A. Dopson
West Monroe, Louisiana

Joshua L. Dowling
New Orleans, Louisiana

James N. Dunlap
New Orleans, Louisiana

Dana C. Edwards
New Orleans, Louisiana

Susan R. Ehrenthal
New York, New York

Eugene W. Ely
Shreveport, Louisiana

Kim A. Ely
Chatham, New Jersey
James M. Goff Jr.
Brentwood, Maryland

Suzanne M. Grondin
Fryeburg, Maine

Daniel E. Gurr
Littleton, Colorado

Christine A. Hamori
New Orleans, Louisiana

Leven E. Harris
Baltimore, Maryland

Sudarshan Hebbar
Topeka, Kansas

Anna I. Heisser
New Orleans, Louisiana

John N. Henrie
Salt Lake City, Utah

Curtis H. Holder
Portland, Oregon
Karen T. Kahn
Ventura, California

Diana L. Karg
De Rancho Palos Verdes, California

Jonathan Kiev
Saddle River, New Jersey

Suzette S. Killeen
New Orleans, Louisiana

Daniel H. Kim
New Orleans, Louisiana

Myra A. Kleinpeter
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Keith A. Lepak
Oklahoma, Oklahoma

Leonel Lacayo
Metairie, Louisiana

David C. Leggett
Pascagoula, Mississippi

Peter B. Lindy
Memphis, Tennessee

Gerard F. Livaudais
Fairfax Station, Virginia

Lisa R. Lowry
Harahan, Louisiana

Tyler S. Lucas
New York, New York

Sharon K. Lunsford
Arcadia, Louisiana
Marianne Madiedo
Coral Gables, Florida

Lisa M. Main
Brandon, Mississippi

Wendy S. Male
Lunenburg, Massachusetts

Paul G. Mangiafico
Danbury, Connecticut

James D. Marshall
Peoria, Illinois

Barbara A. Martin
New Orleans, Louisiana

Maria T. Martinez
Deland, Florida

Ronald C. Marts
Cutoff, Louisiana
John H. Moore  
Columbia, South Carolina

John S. Morrow  
New Orleans, Louisiana

Barbara J. Mroz  
New Orleans, Louisiana

Todd I. Munieses  
Baltimore, Maryland

Kevin S. Myers  
Metairie, Louisiana

Fariba Navid  
McLean, Virginia

Michael D. O'Brien  
Des Moines, Iowa

Lauren F. Ogden  
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Florentino E. Palmon  
Washington, DC

Lillian F. Palmon  
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Laeton J. Pang  
Kaneohe, Hawaii

Leslie H. Parrott  
Knoxville, Tennessee

Francois J. Picot  
New York City, New York

Anthony G. Pietroniro  
Miami Beach, Florida
Patrick N. Rhoades  
Norwalk, California

Darin A. Portnoy  
Morgantown, West Virginia

Theresa M. Pryor  
Mobile, Alabama

Kelvin B. Raybon  
Decatur, Mississippi

Roberto Rende  
Greenbrae, California

Ronald D. Rinker  
Easton, Pennsylvania
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Julio E. Rios
New Orleans, Louisiana

Lisa I. Robbins
Potomac, Maryland

Miguel H. Rodriguez
Kenner, Louisiana

Phillip Y. Roland
Huntsville, Alabama

Margot L. Roseman
Studio City, California

Scott G. Shields
Phoenix, Arizona

Anne H. Sholes
Littleton, Colorado

Rodney W. Smith
New Orleans, Louisiana
Steven V. Snyder
Benicia, California

Richard H. Steele
New Orleans, Louisiana

Susan M. Stuart
New Orleans, Louisiana

Debra D. Swanson
San Jose, California

Anessa L. Tatum
Upper Marlboro, Maryland

Howard T. Tee
Potomac, Maryland
Kevin R. Ward
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

Robert J. Warwar
New Orleans, Louisiana

Wendy Jo Warwar
Seattle, Washington

Albert J. Folgueras
Ellicott City, Maryland

Sarah C. Willard
New Orleans, Louisiana

Carey E. Winder
Shreveport, Louisiana
Theresa Pryor, God will be at your side as you work to relieve the suffering of your fellow man. Your loving family.

Congratulations Myra, we love you. The Kleinpeters: Mom, Dad, Milton, Jr., Milowe.

Loving congratulations, Rodney A second generation Tulane M.D.! Dad, Mom, Helen, Carl, Bob, Momo!

With great pride, joy, and admiration we congratulate you, Dr. Maria T. Martinez. You have fulfilled your dreams & of those who love you. Mom, Tats, Bill, Meg, Lisa, & Mel.

Jon, we love you and are proud of you. Mom, Dad, & Marshall.

Congratulations Scott Beatse! A great achievement be a great son! Love, Mom, Dad, & Family.

Only our love is greater than our pride in you. Congratulations, Dr. Steven Krems Love, Mom & Stacy

Dr. Karen Tresser Kahn, The Tresser family salutes you with great pride. Mom and Dad, Alan, Irene, Ben, and Bear.

Success is getting what you want. Happiness is wanting what you get. Congratulations, Bob Rende!

Congratulations Dr. Brit. We’re proud of you. Tracy, Mom, Dad, Guy.


Congratulations & best wishes Brian, we are proud of you! Love, Mom, Dad, Aileen, & Popo Yee.

Debs - We are so very proud of you. Love, Dad, Mom, Al, Lam.

Congratulations Rama! We love you Dr. Peeper! - Mom, Dad, Raj, and Selvy.

Congratulations Chris! We are so proud of you Love, Dad, Mom, Charley, Peter.

We are proud of you, Barbara. Love, Dad & Ann.

Congratulations Dr. Wendy Male May you “enjoy life and the practice of the art” of medicine! Love, Mom, Dad, Randy, Laurie, and your grandparents.

Congratulations Angela & Dan! Keep grinding; you’re destined for great attainments! Masluks.

Congratulations Dr. Madiedo We are very proud of you All our love and good luck May God bless you. Mother, Dad, Ray, Guillermo, Bibiana, & Family.

Congrats Dr. Ted Wulfekuhler Love, Mom, Mar, Sar, BR, Joni, Gram, and the two Dr. Wulfekuhlers.


Congratulations Dr. Ron Rinker. Your family is so proud of you Love, Mom, Dad & Linda.

Congratulations Kelvin Raybon We are proud of you. Mom, Dad, & Kerry

Ron — You finally made your dream come true. Nan & Pap Newhart and Nan & Pap Rinker.

We are proud of you Christine! Mom, Dad, Omi & Isabelle Hamori

Thanks for everything Mom and Dad. Love, Freddy.

Dr. Kevin R. Ward - The family proudly applauds your achievement. You’re terrific! PS 118:24.

Well done, Mike O’Brien! With love & joy, Mom, Dad, & Todd.

Phil, Congratulations and best wishes for continued success in the future.

Congratulations David Mom, Dad & all the clan.

Thank God for you, James. Love, Mom, Dad, Roz, Jeanne.

Congratulations, Jim! What an achievement! We’re so proud. Dr. & Mrs. James Dunlap & family.

Dr. Laeton Pang, Congratulations! To God be the Glory. Love, Mom, Dad, Bryan, Randy, Grandma, Grandpa, Po Po, and Kungkung.


Isaac Yoon! You achieved Mom’s wish; promise is fulfilled. Papa.

Congratulations Vanessa on becoming an M.D. Love from your proud parents and brother Jimmy.

Congratulations Noel, we are proud of you. Mom, Dad, God-parents, Edi-son, Linda.
Way to go! All right - Shawn & Kevin We love - Mom, Marla & Stuart

Congratulations Pat for a childhood dream fulfilled. We are proud of you. Mom & Dad.

Doc. Barron, sounds real good! Keep looking up! We congratulate & love you. Mom, Dad, & Cherie.

Congratulations Gordon Cohen Our love, pride, and respect. Stan, Rae, Sharon, Gary, Sid, Ruth.


Dr. Ann Marie Tommey, with all our love and pride. Your family.

Dearest Dr. Jill Broffman, we salute you loudly & love you proudly! All the happy Broffmans.

Congratulations, Freddy Azar, we love you, are very proud of you, and thank God for blessing us with you. Mom, Dad, Joe, Vicki, Steve, & Evelyn.

Tres bon, Sweet Dady (WCJ)! Love, Mom, Dad, and the girls.

Congratulations and success Kim and Wes. Love, Mom, Dad, & Greg.

Good Luck, John Love, Mom, Dad, Jen.

"Tracy - Thank you for your support and patience! Love Always, Vince."  

Congratulations Dr. Eubanks! We share your pride and wish you God's richest blessings! We love you, Mom, Dad, Holly.


Doctor Cindy Cay Moore- our favorite daughter-a dream come true. All our love, Mom & Dad.

Congratulations Terry Texada- 4th generation Tulane M.D. Our Love always, Mom & Dad.

Peter, We are so proud of our 4/4Doc.

Yea "Stevie Wonder"! Hugs and love, Mom & Dad David, Clifford & Margaret.


Francois, One journey is ending & another beginning. Wherever the road leads, our pride in you & love for you will keep you company for each step along the way. Good luck & God bless you. Mother & Father.

Congratulations Dr. Darin Portaloy. We are so proud of you. Dad, Karen, El, Grandma & Pop Pop.

Lots of luck Steve, From Dad, Paula, Arnie, Lindsay, & JP.

Proud that your aspiration has become a reality! MUCH SUCCESS! The Koclanes Family.

A dream fulfilled, Dr. Miguel! Congratulations and Love! Your Parents & Brothers.

M, D, & T - thanks for your support. Mark, 5000 miles apart & always there for me. I love you, Trudi.

Congratulations, we're very proud of you Gerard. Dad, Mother, & Stevey.

Congratulations to our son Ken May today's dream become tomorrow's reality. Love, Mom & Dad.

Dr. Andrew Wetstone - Congratulations and every good wish for your future success as a physician. Love, Dad, Grandpa, Ken, Terri, & Brad.

Congratulations, Much Love & Best wishes Kent. We are very proud - Mom, Dad, Greg, Patti, Bob, Caitie, and Corey.

Thank you Class of 1989. From Leslie at Crown Travel.

Congratulations Todd & Kim! We are very proud of both of you! All our Love, The Muneses Family.

Congratulations Sue Ehrenthal! You made us proud and happy. Love, your parents and brothers.

Curtis Holder, we love you and we are proud of you. Mom and Dad.

Congratulations, Jim Marshall Love, Mom & Dad.

The T-Wave '89 staff would like to thank all those who have helped to make this Yearbook possible.

Congratulations & Good Luck to all members of the Class of 1989. From, The Yearbook Staff.

Thanks to those who stayed fun BD- You made it worthwhile-LM

Thanks Lauren, Love Kristin.
In Memoriam

Robert L. Allen, MD
Feb. 13, 1930 - July 20, 1986

Tulane Medical School
Class Of 1955

Internal Medicine And
Nuclear Medicine
The Yearbook Staff and the Class of 1989 acknowledge and appreciate the continued support of the following:

- Office of the Chancellor
- Office of the Dean
- Office of Admissions
- Office of Student Affairs
- Office of Student Services and Med Rep
- Department of Anatomy
- Department of Anesthesiology
- Department of Biochemistry
- Department of Dermatology
- Department of Medicine
- Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
- Department of Ophthalmology
- Department of Orthopedic Surgery
- Department of Pathology
- Department of Pediatrics
- Department of Pharmacology
- Department of Physiology
- Department of Radiology
- Department of Surgery
Congratulations
To The
School of Medicine
Class of 1989

From The Staff And Administration of Tulane University Hospital And Tulane University Medical Group
Tulane Medical Alumni Association

Best Wishes to the

Class of 1989!

We Serve...

The Student
The Alumni, and
The Medical Center

Through...

Alumni News Publications
The Annual Crawfish Boil
Homecoming Activities
Class Reunions
Nationwide Alumni Functions
Student Recognition Awards
The Senior "Match" Party, and
The Alumni Locating Service
Children's Hospital congratulates the graduates of the Class of 1989 of the Tulane University School of Medicine.

Many of you have completed clinical rotations at Children's Hospital in pediatrics, pediatric subspecialties, pediatric rehabilitative medicine, pediatric orthopaedics, pediatric surgery, pediatric surgical subspecialties, pediatric radiology and in a host of other areas. We have been delighted to have you be a part of Children's Hospital and to see how a union of the Children's Hospital with the private practicing community and its affiliate institutions, Tulane University and Louisiana State University, has made us a most dynamic and growing force in pediatric care in the State of Louisiana and the entire Gulf Coast area. We look forward to continued growth, and we are certain that many of you will be a part of that growth.

As your residencies and fellowships progress we hope that many of them will be done in part here and that we will have the opportunity to watch you grow professionally. We hope that you will be frequent visitors and learn of the resource of our Children's Hospital in the New Orleans and Louisiana community.

Congratulations for much happiness and fulfillment in the future.
We Can Be A Positive Reflection On Your Practice.

At Diagnostic Imaging Services, we know the importance of providing your patients with caring, quality radiology services. And we strive to do so in a manner which enhances your relationships with your patients.

Our offices are conveniently located in Metairie and Kenner, open weekdays and Saturdays to serve you and your patients.

Our practice offers:

- Immediate telephone consultation with our board-certified radiologists
- Same-day reports
- Immediate appointments
- Insurance staff to assist your patients
- Ample parking
- EKG and laboratory facilities on-site

We welcome the opportunity to serve you and your patients. Give us a call at 888-7921 in Metairie or 464-5711 in Kenner.
Rx - For What Ale's You
JOE'S BAR
1500 Cleveland Ave.
New Orleans, LA
581-9809

Mike Serio's
Po-Boys & Deli

#1 1515 Tulane Avenue
(Across from Charity)
522-8686

#2 211 LaSalle Street
(Next to Joe's Bar)
522-0224

Mike Serio — Owner

Tulane
Medical Bookstore

Congratulations To The
Class Of 1989!

TULANE MEDICAL CENTER
HOSPITAL AUXILIARY

Congratulates The
Class Of 1989
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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As the Tassel is moved
So is a lifetime
For the paths are chosen
Only the journey remains
Godspeed.
T-Wave 1989 volume VIII.

MATAS COMMONS